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The new Mafell MT55 plunge saw offers unrivalled precision, ergonomics and power.

Unlike traditional circular saws, the sawblade is contained within the bodywork of the tool and is only exposed when
plunged into the surface of the material. Not only is this a significant safety advantage, it is also perfectly suited to
running on guide rails for straight cuts over long distances.

Experience the worlds' fastest blade change on a circular saw by simply lifting the locking lever to open the bodywork,
exposing the blade completely for a pain-free changeover. 

At the centre of the MT55 is the 1,400 Watt, high-torque CUprex motor which delivers consistent power and speeds even
on longer cuts while the unique central clamping system securely locks the heavy baseplate onto guiding rails at the front
and rear with just one locking screw.
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Sawblade changeover
Experience the worlds' fastest blade change on a circular saw by simply lifting the
locking lever to open the bodywork, exposing the blade completely for a pain-free
changeover. When the sawblade guard is open the saw-spindle is automatically
locked and the starting lock-out is engaged.

Adjustable scale
The depth of cut scale is easily adjustable with a two-way position. One position
displays the depth of cut on the rails and the second position shows the depth of cut
off the rails.

Guide rails
The Mafell Guide Rails of varying lengths between 0.8m to 3.1m allow for precise and
straight cuts time after time. Guide rails can be joined together to increase the total
distance.

Overview and features

 

Specifications

Motor 1.4kW (1.9hp)
Weight 4.5kg
Maximum cutting depth 57mm
Saw blade speed 3,600 - 6,250rpm
Cutting width @ 90° 0 - 57mm
Cutting width @ 45° 0 - 40.5mm
Tilt range -1 to +48°

Specifications are subject to change without notice.


